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Introduction

• I will present results for the first lattice QCD calculation of
the quark condensates at the strange and light quark
masses.

The talk will largely be based on the paper below

• Direct determination of the strange and light quark
condensates from full lattice QCD. arXiv:1211.6577
Phys.Rev. D87 (2013) 03450

• A. Bazavov, C. T. H. Davies, R. J. Dowdall, K. Hornbostel,,
G. P. Lepage, C. McNeile H. D. Trottier
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Introduction

Sf =  Mf 

and
h  i = h0| f f |0i = � 1

V
hTrMf (U)�1iU ,

The well-known Gell-Mann, Oakes, Renner (GMOR) relation:

f 2
⇡M2

⇡

4
= �mu + md

2
h0|uu + dd |0i

2

connects the u/d quark masses times condensate to the
square of the mass times decay constant.

• Goal extract h  i for mq > 0.
• Expect that as m ! 1 then h  i ! 0.
• Is the strange quark heavy enough?
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History of condensate calculations

A rough count of chiral (zero quark mass) condensate
calculations from lattice QCD using a variety of methods.

nf =0 9 (Starting 1981)
nf =2 10 (Starting 2007)

nf =2+1 12 (Starting 2005)
nf =2+1+1 1 (Starting 2012)

• Only one previous attempt to compute mass dependence
of the condensates from lattice QCD in Altmeyer et al.,
Nucl.Phys. B389 (1993) 445.
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hssi and hl li applications

• Some SUM rule calculations use hssi
hl li as input parameters.

(see Jamin hep-ph/0201174 for discussion 1).
• Extract hssi from kaons, baryon with valence strange

quarks, or Bs meson.
• Sum rules have found hssi

hl li between 0.6 and 1.2.

Some values used in lattice QCD calculations.

Group application hssi
hl li

JLQCD (1002.0371) ↵s 1
HPQCD (1011.1208) strange-heavy moments 0.7

Borsanyi et al. (1005.3508) hadron resonance gas 0.8

1The numbers have been updated in 0811.1590 Maltman
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Back of the envelope calculation
• First attempt just use condensates at mass of strange

quark and physical light quarks.
• 2+1+1 HISQ ensembles generated by MILC (details later).
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The main problem

�h  i =

Z ⇤

0

d4k
(2⇡)4

12m
k2 + m2

=
3

4⇡2

✓
m⇤2 + m3 log

m2

⇤2 + m2

◆

• The m⇤2 divergence depends on the regulator used.
• The m3 log(m/⇤) term is universal since it arises from

infrared part of the integral.
• Additional potential divergence with Wilson like fermions.

(Hamber and David, Nucl.Phys. B248 (1984) 381).
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Lattice perturbation theory⌥
⌃

⌅
⇧Basic idea: subtract 1

a2 using perturbation theory

Figure: Perturbative contribution to the quark condensate through
O(↵s).

�a3h  iPT,HISQ = am0

h
c0(am0) + c1(am0)↵s + O(↵2

s)
i
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Condensate in perturbation theory
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�a3h  iPT,HISQ = am0 ⇥
h
c0(am0) + c1(am0)↵s + O(↵2

s)
i

c0(am0) = c00 + (am0)
2 [c01 log(am0) + c02]

c1(am0) = c10 + (am0)
2⇥c11 log2(am0) + c12 log(am0) + c13

⇤
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Condensates and perturbation theory

• The condensate of strange or light quark extracted from
the lattice needs to be compared against the condensates
used in sum rule calculations.

• The extraction used a ratio of lattice to continuum
perturbative factors (see appendix of arXiv:1211.6577 for
some formalism).

• This also means that any issues with “renormalons” should
cancel.

For convenience modern sum rule calculations don’t normal
order the perturbation theory, as a consequence mqh q q(µ)i
depends slightly on the renormalisation scale.
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Perturbative subtraction

�h  i(µ)
PT,MS

= m3(µ)⇥
h
d01lm + d02 + ↵s

⇣
d11l2m + d12lm + d13

⌘
+ . . .

i

where lm = log(m(µ)/µ).

�a3h  iPT,HISQ = am0 ⇥
h
c0(am0) + c1(am0)↵s + O(↵2

s)
i
,

�PT = �a4
⇣
hm0  iPT,HISQ � hm(µ)  iPT,MS

⌘

= c00(am0)
2 + ↵sc10(am0)

2 + (am0)
4 [c01lµ � 0.077(1)]

+ ↵s(am0)
4
h
c11l2µ + 0.1340(2)lµ + 0.406(15)

i
+ . . . ,

where lµ = log(µa).
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Details of lattice calculation

� a/fm m⇡ MeV L/a ⇥ T/a
5.80 0.15 310, 220, 134 16⇥48, 24⇥48, 32⇥48
6.00 0.12 315, 220, 134 24⇥64, 32⇥64, 48⇥64
6.30 0.09 310, 126 32⇥96, 64⇥96

• 2nd generation configurations produced by MILC
collaboration.

• HISQ improved staggered quark action.
• 2+1+1 sea quarks.
• Physical point lattices included.

Not discussed here: HISQ 2+1 flavors from HOT collaboration,
Valence HISQ on ASQTAD configurations, and cross-check
from chiral susceptibility �f =

@
@mf

(�h  f i)
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Computing the condensate

We used the following relation to compute the raw condensate.

�a3h  i0 = (amq)
X

t

C⇡(t)

where C⇡(t) is the correlator for the Goldstone pion.

• Diagrammatic proof (Sharpe & Kilcup Nucl.Phys. B283
(1987) 493) of the relation for staggered fermions.

• It is also easy to compute the condensate using noise
sources.
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Ratio

In the analysis introduce

Rl = �4mlh  li
(f 2
⇡M2

⇡)

for light quarks and

Rs = �4msh  si
(f 2
⌘sM2

⌘s)

for strange quarks, where ⌘s is the strange-strange fictitious
pseudoscalar meson.
The Rl and Rs have reduced errors from mass tuning and finite
size volumes.
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Test finite volume effects
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• At � = 6.0, a = 0.12 fm, m⇡ = 220 MeV
• The main analysis used L = 32.
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Divergence
The physical MS condensate at the scale µ:

hm  iNP,MS(µ) = a�4
⇣

a4hm  i0 ��PT

⌘
,

Graph shows condensate without subtraction (squares), tree
level subtraction (plus) and one loop subtraction (cross).
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Fit model
• One loop perturbation theory is not enough to remove all

the divergence, so use Bayesian fitting techniques.

Rq,0(a, amq) = R(q)
NP,phys + �RPT + �Ra2 + �R� + �Rvol.

Rq,0 are the lattice results.
RNP,phys physical result in the MS scheme at 2 GeV.

�Rvol finite volume effect �Rvol = ve�ML

RPT Known tree and one loop results. Also
RPT ,div = an

4↵n
s(amq)2

(af⇡)2(aM⇡)2 and

�RPT ,non�div = cn
4↵n

s(amq)4

(af⇡)2(aM⇡)2 .

�Ra2 �Ra2 =
P2

i=1 di
�
⇤a
⇡

�2i with ⇤ ⇡ 1 GeV.
�R� includes valence and sea quark mass

dependence.
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Fit results
The physical results for Rq are

Rl,phys = �4mlh  liMS(2GeV)

(f 2
⇡M2

⇡)

Rs,phys = �4msh  siMS(2GeV)

(f 2
⌘sM2

⌘s)

The final fits had �2/dof ⇡ 0.8 for 18 dof.

Rs,phys = 0.574(86)
Rl,phys = 0.985(5)
Rs,phys

Rl,phys
= 0.583(84).
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Summary of results
We take mMS

s (2GeV) = 92.2(1.3) MeV (HPQCD, 1004.4285)
and ms/ml = 27.41(23) (MILC 0903.3598,0910.3618) These
give:

hssiMS(2GeV) = �0.0245(37)(3)GeV3

= �(290(15)MeV)3

hl liMS(2GeV) = �0.0227(1)(4)GeV3

= �(283(2)MeV)3,

where the second error for each condensate in GeV3 comes
from the error in the quark masses.
The ratio of strange to light condensates

hssiMS(2GeV)

hl liMS(2GeV)
= 1.08(16)(1),
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Correctons to GMOR
Following Jamin hep-ph/0201174 define

Rl = �4mlh  li
(f 2
⇡M2

⇡)
= 1 � �⇡

From chiral perturbation theory where Hr
2 and Lr

8 are
Gasser-Leutwyler coefficients.

�⇡ = 4
M2

⇡

f 2
⇡
(2Lr

8 � Hr
2)

Group method �⇡
This work lattice 0.015(5)

Jamin sum rule 0.047(17)
Bordes et al. sum rule 0.06(1)
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Summary of chiral condensate
Compare hl liMS(2GeV) = �(283(2)MeV)3

• ⌃nf=2 = 270(7) MeV, 2013 FLAG review
• ⌃nf=2+1 = 265(17) MeV, 2013 FLAG review

Summary of ⌃1/3 (2 GeV) from 2013 FLAG review.

Figure 1: Summary of lattice results for the quark condensate ⌃ (in the MS scheme at scale
µ = 2 GeV). Lattice simulations with Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 dynamical flavours are separated from
Nf = 2+1 and Nf = 2 computations. Squares and left triangles indicate determinations from
correlators in the p- and ✏-regimes, respectively. Up triangles refer to extractions from the
topological susceptibility, diamonds to determinations from the pion form factor. The gray
bands indicates our estimates for Nf = 2 and Nf = 2+1. Results included in the average are
denoted by filled green symbols. Results with credible error estimates that are not included
in the average (e.g. because they are unpublished or superseded by other results) are denoted
by empty green symbols. Results that are not included in the average because they fail one
of the quality criteria are shown with empty symbols in red.

in coming up with a fair adjustment of the rating criteria to finite-volume regimes of QCD.
For instance, in the ✏-regime10 we re-express the “chiral extrapolation” criterion in terms ofp
2mmin⌃/F , with the same threshold values (in MeV) between the three categories as in the

p-regime. Also the “infinite volume” assessment is adapted to the ✏-regime, since the M⇡L
criterion does not make sense here; we assign a green star if at least 2 volumes with L > 2.5fm
are included, an open symbol if at least 1 volume with L > 2fm is invoked and a red square if
all boxes are smaller than 2fm. Similarly, in the calculation of form factors and charge radii
the tables do not reflect whether an interpolation to the desired q2 has been performed or
whether the relevant q2 has been engineered by means of “partially twisted boundary condi-
tions” [75]. In spite of these limitations we feel that these tables give an adequate overview
of the qualities of the various calculations.

We begin with a discussion of the lattice results for the SU(2) LEC ⌃. We present the
results in Table 11 and Figure 8. Regarding the Nf = 2 computations there are five entries
without a red tag (ETM 08, ETM 09C, ETM 12, Cichy 13, Brandt 13). Only ETM 09C and
ETM 12 are published and thus averaged (here we deviate from our “superseded” rule, since
the latter work has a much bigger error). Regarding the Nf = 2 + 1 computations there are
two published papers (RBC/UKQCD 10A and MILC 10A) which make it into the Nf = 2+1
average and one preprint (Borsanyi 12) which will be included in a future update.

10Also in case of [73] and [74] the colour-coding criteria for the ✏-regime have been applied.

10
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In medium condensate
• Brodsky and Shrock (0905.1151) have suggested that

there is no vacuum chiral condensate, but the condensate
is associated with a hadron.

• Some support from Schwinger-Dyson calculations and
light front formalism (1202.2376).

• QCD condensates contribute ⇠ 1045 observed vacuum
energy.

f 2
⇡M2

⇡

4
= �mu + md

2
(h0|uu + dd |0i)⇡

2

Chiral condensate

Hadron
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Comparison of results to sum rules

 0  0.5  1  1.5  2

<s-s(2 GeV)>/<l-l(2 GeV)>

Lattice QCD 
this work

Maltmann et al
0811.1590

Dominguez et al
0711.3962

Narison et al
hep-ph/0202200
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Comment on sum rule determination

• The decay constant of the Bs meson depends on hssi
• Other quantities can be used.

fBs/fB hssiMS/hl liMS
Jamin, hep-ph/0201174 1.16(4) =) 0.8 ± 0.3

Maltman, 0811.1590 1.21(4) =) 1.2 ± 0.3

• The increase was from quenched QCD to nf = 2+1 (chiral
logs).

• The current average for fBs/fB is 1.202(22) from lattice
QCD (FLAG 2013).
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Condensate at non-zero temperature
The HOTQCD collaboration (Bazavov et al. 1111.1710) uses
the order parameter below at non-zero temperature.

�l,s(T ) =
h ̄ il,⌧ � ml

ms
h ̄ is,⌧

h ̄ il,0 � ml
ms

h ̄ is,0
.

Perturbation theory shows higher order corrections small.
Figure from arXiv:1301.3943, Bazavov and Petreczky
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Condensate at non-zero temperature

Alternative order parameter at non-zero temperature

�R
q = d + 2msr4

1 (h ̄ iq,⌧ � h ̄ iq,0), q = l , s.

Figure from arXiv:1301.3943, Bazavov and Petreczky
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Conclusions
• I have presented the first calculation of the mass

dependence of the quark condensates (at T=0).

hssiMS(2GeV)

hl liMS(2GeV)
= 1.08(16)(1)

Future directions
• It maybe possible to compute the next order in perturbation

theory.
• Some people may prefer to develop non-perturbative

formalism, but this is not easy because needs to be mass
dependent.

• Perhaps a formalism could be developed using quark flow
(1302.5246, Lüscher). The final answer needs to be
converted to the MS scheme for use in continuum sum
rules.
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